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30W Waterproof Horn Speaker RH-HS43

In general, compared with the frequency division box, ordinary inverted phase full frequency box,

TQWT full frequency box, large baffle and other sound boxes, it is worthwhile to use a sound box

with full frequency and horn to listen to music. Although the full frequency horn sound box is a bit

heavy, it is common that a big horn has weight of dozens of or hundreds of kilograms.

The waterproof horn speaker is a kind of high quality replay boxes. Although the sound distortion

and box sounds of baffle are smaller, if you want to achieve the same low frequency submergence

and sense of quantity as the full frequency horn, the size of the baffle should be extremely large,

and the demand for the loudspeakers should be relatively higher, thus, in fact, the cost will be

more higher. Therefore, the full frequency horn is worth playing, it can bring good sense of

hearing, its sound quality will not let you down as long as you debug it well!

It is suitable to use the tube amplifier to amplify the full frequency horn to polish the high

frequency sightly and make the music more comprehensive. Except heavy hifi lovers, the full

frequency horn is not suitable to be amplified by the tube amplifier, because the horn box itself is

more or less with some sound distortion.
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RH-AUDIO 30W Waterproof Horn Speaker RH-HS43 is made of ABS plastic enclosure and

metal installation bracket, can withstand the outside elements better than the cone type speaker,

making the horn speaker popular for outdoor PA use.

They are far more efficient, you receive more sound volume at a lower wattage, which also

reduces both the size and power requirements of your amplifier.

The Features of 30w Horn Speaker

※With IP66 rated,whether on vehicles, boats or in exposed outdoor installations.

※All are fitted with a sturdy,adjustable mounting bracket.

※ The horn speaker has built-in transformer which suits both 70V and 100V high-voltage

commercial audio distribution systems and public address system.

The Specification of Waterproof Horn Speaker

Model RH-HS43

Rated Power 30W

Line Voltage 100V

Frequency Response 400Hz-6KHz

Sensitivity(1w,1n) 108±3Db

Dimension 285*205*280mm

Finished White

Material ABS enclosure,alloy bracket

Net Weight 2.0kg

Gross Weight 2.3kg




